From:
To:

CC:
Sent:
Subject:

Restrepo, Daniel A.
Sweeney, Laura (SMO); 'Pascual, Carlos (Mexico City)'; Breuer, Lanny A. (CRM); Swartz, Bruce
(CRM); O'Reilly, Kevin M.; Jacobson, Roberta S; Rooney, Matthew M; Cogswell, Patricia; Kendall,
Sarah M.
Feeley, John D (Mexico City); Williams, James H (Mexico City); Schiffer, Gregory K (Mexico City);
Schmaler, Tracy (SMO)
3/10/2011 12:54:29 PM
RE: F2 x2: Same issue, more cases

+ Cogswell and Kendall

From: Sweeney, Laura (SMO) [mailto:Laura.Sweeney2©usdoj.gov ]
Sent: Thursday, March 10, 2011 12:53 PM
To: 'Pascual, Carlos (Mexico City)'; Breuer, Lanny A. (CRM); Swartz, Bruce (CRM); O'Reilly, Kevin M.; Restrepo, Daniel A.;
Jacobson, Roberta S; Rooney, Matthew M
Cc: Feeley, John D (Mexico City); Williams, James H (Mexico City); Schiffer, Gregory K (Mexico City); Schmaler, Tracy (SMO)
Subject: RE: F2 x 2: Same issue, more cases
Yes, adding Tracy S. who has been dealing with CBS.

From: Pascual, Carlos (Mexico City) [mailto:PascualC©state.gov ]
Sent: Thursday, March 10, 2011 12:48 PM
To: Breuer, Lanny A. (CRM); Swartz, Bruce (CRM); Sweeney, Laura (SMO); O'Reilly, Kevin M.; Restrepo, Daniel A.; Jacobson,
Roberta S; Rooney, Matthew M
Cc: Feeley, John D (Mexico City); Williams, James H (Mexico City); Schiffer, Gregory K (Mexico City)
Subject: F2 x 2: Same issue, more cases

This email is UNCLASSIFIED.
State/Privacy
From: I
Sent: Thursday, March 10, 2011 11:21 AM
To: Pascual, Carlos (Mexico City); Feeley, John D (Mexico City)
Subject: fyi

i think you already saw this but got it on the monitor

CBS

3/8/2011 Now to Mexico's drug wars and an update of our investigation into a controversial
operation in which u.s. agents may have been ordered not to intervene as annerican guns flow to
nnexican gangs. investigative correspondent sharyl attkisson who's been reporting on this
story has now discovered this may have been going on for many years.
reporter: it's a rare glimpse glimpse into a.t.f.'s controversial undercover operations. this photo
obtained by cbs news shows an astonishing array of high-powered weapons put on display for buyers
from nnexican drug cartels. a.t.f. allegedly let gunrunners walk off with weapons-- thousands of
them-- to see if they'd end up in the hands of the cartels. the justice department and a.t.f. have
denied it ever happened. special agent john doddson works in a.t.f.'s phoenix office and has blown
the whistle on the controversial strategy known as "letting guns walk." are there other a.t.f.
operations going on that have done the same thing?
i believe so, yes, ma'am.
reporter: now multiple sources tell cbs news the questionable tactics were used in more
than one operation and date as far back as 2008 in the tucson area. one case was called
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"wide receiver." Sources tell cbs news licensed gun dealers often wanted no part of selling to
suspicious characters who could be supplying cartels but that a.t.f. enlisted the gun dealers as
paid confidential informants and encouraged them to sell even more. a.t.f. has asked me to
assist in an official investigation, reads one agreement. Gun salesmen closed the deals and A.T.F.
watched and listened with recording devices. a.t.f. special agents conducted surveillance and
identified the dates and times that the conspirators crossed the international border says one court
document. doddson argues that should never be done.
because it's a lot of people that are going to get hurt with those firearms between the time we let
them go and the time they're recovered again in a crime.
reporter: sources tell cbs news these a.t.f. operations involved about 450 weapons and
that despite the risk two years later the same strategy was expanded to include
thousands of guns.
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